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From Saveur Award-winning Finnish author Virpi Mikkonen and Tuulia Talvio, a gorgeous book of

decadent, easy--and healthy!--vegan ice cream recipesJust in time to beat the summer heat, N'ice

Cream offers 80 decadent and healthy ice cream recipes made from all-natural, wholesome vegan

ingredients like fruits, berries, and plant-based milks and nuts--as the authors say, "no weird stuff."

Get ready to have your ice cream and eat it too.Award-winning Finnish author Virpi and coauthor

Tuulia show that making your own ice cream can be easy and good for you at the same time. These

recipes can be made with or without an ice cream maker, and include foolproof instant ice creams

that can be savored right away. As Tuulia and Virpi say, people deserve to eat goodies without

feeling crappy afterwards, and now they can; all the recipes are dairy-free, gluten-free, and

refined-sugar-free, and many are nut-free and raw as well.These delicious recipes include creamy

ice creams, soft serves, and milkshakes; fresh sorbets and popsicles; party fare like ice cream

cakes, sauces, and more. Enjoy light, summery treats like Coconut Water Coolers and Apple

Avocado Mint Popsicles, or relish more decadent fare like the Dreamy Chocolate Sundae and Mint

Chocolate Ice Cream Sandwiches. The book itself is gorgeously designed with mouth-watering

photographs.Perfect for those who want to devour summer treats without guilt, N'ice Cream is about

to make your summer a whole lot more delicious.
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This book is amazing! I've followed Virpi's blog for years and love the idea behind the vegan ice

creams. I'm not a vegan, but I don't eat dairy. These recipes appeal to ANYONE, regardless of their



dietary preferences or allergies. They're also written in a way that you can make easy substitutions

if you need/want to. I made the caramel-peanut ice cream cake tonight and used almond butter and

cashews instead with great success. My children have bookmarked a number of the popsicles for

their own pleasure. The Blueberry Pie Ice Pops, Salty Popcorn Ice Cream, Mango-Coconut Ice

Pops, and the Zesty Orange Creamsicles are on my list! The beginning of the book has very useful

information on making these without an ice cream maker, which is greatly appreciated as I

previously gave mine away because it as causing bad habits :) The recipes are sweetened just

enough that you feel satiated but not ever sick or too-full. I also have most of the ingredients on

hand for a lot of these which makes it easier than having to load the kids into the car, drive to the

store, and find obscure ingredients before losing interest and buying a box of popsicles instead. (As

a side note, Trader Joe's sells cans of coconut cream, which alleviates the need to place the full-fat

coconut milk in the fridge overnight. Just keep a few of these lying around and you can have ice

cream anytime the fancy strikes!!!) I don't eat dairy or refined sugar and these recipes appeal to me

SOOO much. The cake I made today took me about ten/fifteen minutes tops, and that was with

washing the blender out between batches. This is easy, fun, and a great way to enjoy ice cream

without feeling sick or guilty. Thank you for making such a splendid book! This will likely be on my

counter all summer long!

This cookbook has significantly improved my family's life. I mean, we eat delicious ice cream every

night now and it's not processed junk from the store loaded with sugar. Ice cream dripping down

your fingers and chin is like a rite of passage for children, but with our being a health-conscious

vegan family, I thought my little cherub would be destined to eat plain old boring yonanas for the

rest of her life. The recipes in here are totally unique, yet surprisingly simple and the ingredient lists

don't have any exotic, impossible to find items. I got the book 6 days ago and I've made 6 of the

recipes and they were all incredible. The picture is of the caramel-peanut ice cream cake. It was

AMAZING. However, I did need to freeze it longer than the recommended 3 hours to get the middle

solid. We have also made the cinnamon bun ice cream, coconut sundae and dreamy chocolate

sundae. So so sooooooo good. BUY THE BOOK!

I simply adore this book! N'ice Cream has a great variation of all kinds of healthy ice cream recipes

with different bases, such as banana, cashews, coconut milk, avocado and even sweet potato! I

have already tried 5 different recipes and every one of them has been a great success in my family.

I especially love the fact that you don't need to have an ice cream maker with these recipes. Five



starts, no doubt about it!

I bought this for my daughter's 13th birthday that is coming up. We are vegans and have major

sweet tooths, so this book is perfect. As I tell people all the time, being vegan is not a sacrifice, it's a

joy and made even more joyous when it's so easy to whip up plant based, yummy treats such as

the ones in this book! The recipes are easier than I thought and I can't wait to try them out. Since

my daughter feels that ice cream is a food group, I'm thinking she'll love it ;-)

I just love the instant ice cream recipes! So easy and delicious! Quick dessert for dinners and

moments when I need something sweet fast. I really like that the ice creams taste very fresh but not

"too healthy". Will definitely try the other recipes as well

I bought this book for my vegan husband as a father's day gift. The recipes are simple and

delicious. I was especially thankful that the majority of recipes did not involve overripe bananas!

They are easy to use with many commonplace ingredients. This was important to us as we live

rurally. Although I bought it to go with a new ice cream maker, there are also recipes included that

can be made without that appliance. From the simple to the complex, this has enough recipes to

satisfy every plant based "nice" cream eater.

I haven't been able to stop reading this book since it arrived! The recipes are delicious and these

women really got it right--the perfect blend between healthy and gorgeous presentation. Take it from

someone who has published two gorgeous vegan cookbooks. They even got me excited to make

Popsicles again. I'm back on  buying molds and a few random ingredients,...oh, and of course

another N'Ice Cream book for my mom and best friend. Feel free to check out my books too, Taste

of Health (.net) Gourmet Vegetarian Recipes. I have several free ones on my website for you to try.

This book has so many good recipes in it. I have been enjoying guilt free desserts out of it at least

once a week. It has also increased my confidence in preparing my own versions of n'ice cream

desserts.
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